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Welcome to the 2010 edition of
our annual magazine, Showcase.
I would like to thank you all for
your support and comments on
our last edition.
The year started in a cool fashion
with the UK in the grip of the worst
winter in 40 years. In business
terms, the worst recession on
record has affected us all. At
ClickNetherfield we have not been
immune but all of our staff are
working very hard to minimise the
effect on our business.
We are very honoured to have been
granted a Royal Warrant as Display
Case Suppliers to Her Majesty The
Queen from 1st January 2010 - see
our article on page 5. We’ve also
launched our new brand in the last
year, our article on page 5 will tell
you more about this too!
I hope you will find this edition
of Showcase interesting and
informative. We would love to
receive your comments and any
articles that you feel would interest
our diverse readership.
I hope you all have a successful
year and look forward to working
with you in the future.

Chairman
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A PARTNERSHIP
FOR THE FUTURE

SUzANNE MACLEOD FROM THE SCHOOL OF MUSEUM STUDIES AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER ON HOW ClickNetherfield IS HELPING THEM
develop the next generation of curators.

Photography © University of Leicester

In September 2009, we moved into a
new building on the University campus.
This meant that for the first time in our
history, the school was in a building
designed around our needs.
The building is equipped with a range
of ClickNetherfield Inca and Mono
display cases. Distributed throughout
the school, they give us access to
high quality museum standard display
spaces for the first time.
For many years we have run exhibition
projects as part of our campus-based
Masters Degrees in Museum Studies
and Art Museum and Gallery Studies,
but these have necessarily always
stopped short of installation. The

Sharing and connecting
We held our first information sharing
seminar “Innovative Designs for
Museum Display” at the Victoria &
Albert Museum in London last year.
The event was a huge success
and was well received by the 50+
delegates who heard international
specialists give their expert approach
and insight.
What people said:
“The presentations were all very
good quality and the venue was very
pleasant. All the speakers were very
good with clear points well made.”
Derek Brain, Head of Conservation,
Science Museum

“The variety of speakers and the
multi-aspect approach of the subject
made this day a very interesting and
informative event.”
Anna Sbokou, Lighting Designer,
NDYLIGHT
“It is always useful to follow a project
through from concept to detail/
manufacture and fit-out so I really
appreciated the presentation of the
process for the Museum of Islamic
Arts, Doha.”
Kristin Hibbs, Metaphor
Watch out for details of our upcoming
seminars throughout 2010, planned
for Poland in April and the USA in
October.

ClickNetherfield showcases allow our
students to carry their ideas all the
way through to completion. Students
compete for exhibition space through
a tendering and selection process.
Lectures and seminars provide them
with methodologies and approaches
to exhibition design to draw upon,
and this year our students have
also benefitted from a lecture from
Mike Chaplin and Jim Stewart of
ClickNetherfield on their perception
of changes and trends in museum and
gallery display.
Mike Chaplin returned to Leicester
on 22nd April to present a paper at
the Narrative Space conference and
exhibition.
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NEWS

NEW BRAND
NEW HORIZONS
BY Royal
APPOINTMENT
We were honoured to be granted
a Royal Warrant as Display Case
Suppliers to Her Majesty The
Queen from 1st January 2010.

Since the last edition of Showcase we’ve
finished a top-to-toe rebranding project.
This has been a tremendously exciting
project, and has given us a rare chance
to think about how we look and how we
want to be seen.
Working with our Oxford-based design
and communications agency, One
Ltd, we now have a visual brand that’s
modern and clear, and focused on

solutions. The brand has been applied
on and offline. Online, we’ve created
a website that does more than just
tell visitors about us – we hope it’s a
great resource for information about
showcases for anyone who works in
museums or conservation. We’ve also
created two new brochures: Showcasing
Your Vision, a lovely hardback book rich
in pictures and customer stories,
it’s a fascinating read. This sits
alongside our Showcase Design
Guide, a “how to” guide for the
museum industry, with detailed
information about all our
showcases, and useful articles
on conservation, lighting,
security and much more.
Please visit us online, or
request a copy of our new
brochures - and let us know
what you think we welcome
your feedback!

The vetting procedure has become
more stringent over the years and
we are delighted to join respected
names such as Waitrose, JCB
and Land Rover as holders of the
Warrant. Royal Warrants are a
mark of recognition to individuals
or companies who have supplied
goods or services for at least five
years to HM The Queen, HRH The
Duke of Edinburgh or HRH The
Prince of Wales.
Warrants have always been
regarded as a demonstration of
excellence and quality. The Royal
Warrant holders are companies
that are leaders in their field,
and range from multinational
firms to local businesses serving
the Royal Household locally.
A unique aspect of the Royal
Warrant is that it is granted to
named individuals – Grantees –
who must personally ensure the
Warrant is used correctly. Warrant
Holders may display the relevant
Royal Arms and the legend ‘By
Appointment’ on their products,
premises, stationery and vehicles.
All warrant holders, no matter
what type of company they are,
share a commitment to the highest
standards of service and excellence
in their field.
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COME THE
EVOLUTION
London’s Natural History Museum is
one of the world’s great museums.
Hundreds of scientists work with
millions of artefacts to deepen our
understanding of the natural world.
This work has always gone on behind
the scenes, but it now takes centre
stage in the stunning new £72 million
Darwin Centre.
The Darwin Centre turns the museum
inside out, giving visitors a view into
the hidden world of scientific research
and a rare opportunity to see science
in action – to feel its vitality and
to recognise the museum’s role in
carrying out such vital and relevant
work.
With ClickNetherfield we created
wonderful displays and interactive
exhibits, making the visitor experience
tactile and fun. One of the most
impressive pieces is an interactive

‘‘

The Darwin
Centre will...
enable all of us to
explore the wonders
of our world and
investigate its secrets.
Sir David Attenborough

Photography: Morley von Sternberg

Ned Phillips, FOUNDING PARTNER of At Large explains
how he HELPED CREATE THE NEW DARWIN CENTRE.

table, which combines a touch-screen
surface with an array of diverse
specimens. The enclosures for the
screens, AV equipment and fibre-optic
sources are in ventilated zones, with
separately keyed maintenance access
and the touch panels can be accessed
and maintained without comprising the
integrity of the specimen enclosure.
At one end of the building a doubleheight case rises up through a void
– creating some significant design
challenges for the ClickNetherfield
team, as the geometry of the building
is so complex. The team made a
mock-up of the case and all its
contents in-situ so that the exact
position of every mounting point, light

and fibre-optic tail could be worked
out long before the case was built.
The Darwin Centre is a unique
opportunity to begin to see science
through a scientist’s eyes. And it’s a
fabulous experience.
At Large is a leading exhibition design
company working with an open mind,
free from rigid practices. We are
flexible and adaptable. We combine
the rigor of architecture with the playful
aspects of design in fields where many
disciplines converge.
At Large has worked with some of the
world’s most forward-looking cultural
organisations.
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LONDON

Photography © Morley von Sternberg
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Olympic
warriors
A home for clay that’s worth its
weight in gold

The 2008 Beijing Olympics spectacularly
established China’s presence on the
world stage. Johnson & Johnson
and the Qin Shi Huang Terracotta
Army Museum made an impressive
contribution to the event with an
exhibition of terracotta warriors at the
Johnson & Johnson Olympic Pavilion.
ClickNetherfield worked with Hypsos
to provide showcases that met the
exacting standards needed to display
such culturally significant items.

Photography © Tom Hennes

It was vital that the cases could meet
exceptionally high conservation
standards. They had to be virtually
airtight yet allow easy access so
museum curators could carry out on
site monitoring and maintenance
procedures. The museum was also

extremely security conscious and the
certified anti-bandit glass met their
stringent requirements. In cooperation
with Thinc, the exhibition designer,
Hypsos and ClickNetherfield designed
and built four freestanding Vista
showcases with reinforced plinths.
A fifth custom-built showcase displayed
various artefacts and a Terracotta
Warrior undergoing restoration.
ClickNetherfield’s business partner
in Sichuan province installed the
showcases and provided impressive
support throughout the project,
overcoming severe difficulties caused
by the Sichuan earthquake just months
before the opening of the exhibition.
Tim Large, Project Director, Hypsos
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BEIJING, CHINA
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LONDON

Fragile
Beauty
Mike Chaplin, OUR TECHNICAL
DIRECTOR, discusses the
Victoria & Albert museum’s new
ceramics galleries

Five years ago, over concern for the
security of the collection, the Victoria
& Albert’s Ceramics galleries closed to
the public. The galleries had opened
in 1909 in a then brand-new building
which now forms the grand southern
frontage of the museum. The galleries
had changed very little over the years
and the old cases and displays no
longer met modern museum standards
or audience expectations.
As part of the Victoria & Albert
Museum’s ambitious FuturePlan, and
with design work by Stanton Williams,
the Victoria & Albert Museum has
unveiled the first of its new ceramics
galleries. In time, they will tell the
story of world ceramics through a
collection of over 3000 objects, ranging
from the earliest Chinese pottery to
contemporary ceramic art.
Phase one of the project includes
a major gallery devoted to ceramic

materials and techniques, where for the
first time the Victoria & Albert Museum
has created a gallery exploring
ceramic production. Part of this is a
workshop area where techniques will
be demonstrated and where visitors will
be able to make, decorate and fire their
own ceramics. Our challenge was to
create a minimalist barrier, sympathetic
to the classic architectural features
of the gallery while also separating
a working ceramics studio from the
public displays. We created a wall of
display cases, glass doorways and
overhead glazed screens built around
existing columns and stretching up to
the 6 metre high ceiling.
A substantial gift from the Headley
Trust and Sir Timothy Sainsbury has
supported the redevelopment of the
first phase of the galleries which were
opened by HRH The Princess Royal on
16 September 2009.

11

LONDON
CHICAGO

Photography © Alan Williams
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Never
off duty
John French, OUR CHAIRMAN, explores the
Palace Museum IN THE FORBIDDEN CITY
I had the pleasure of
visiting the wonderful
new galleries at the
Palace Museum in
Beijing. As they’re
within the Forbidden
City, the galleries
have been built
using ancient and authentic building
techniques, with no modern construction
methods, plant or machinery.
I explored two galleries: the
Danyuanlou Tangka and the
Zhongzhengdian. We were lucky
enough to have worked on these, as
well as a number of others within the
palace complex.

Photography © Cheng Shouqi/China Heritage Fund

The two galleries are quite different,
with the Danyuanlou Tangka being
equipped with narrow wall-mounted
Inca cases, either set back-to-back or
arranged as stand alone units. The
Zhongzhengdian is equipped with

‘‘

a mixture of Prism, Vista and Vision
cases to various heights and depths,
housing a wide range of statues. All
the cases have been designed around
the exhibits that they house, and have
been constructed with a signature red
decoration that brings the stone to life.
Overall, the results are stunning, with
the low-reflective glass in the Tangka
Gallery being particularly effective. This
part of the project was a great example
of the UK and China working together the showcase frames were produced in
the UK, Schott in Shanghai supplied the
glass and all the other parts were made
in Chengdu.
The work was project managed by
David Nicholson and supervised on site
by Dom Foley. It was a pleasure to work
with the local architect, Gerald Szeto of
MotatelierSzeto, and the client Happy
Harun of the China Heritage Fund, and
her able assistant Chang Li.

Your technical team from Chengdu &
UK was most competent, cooperative,
and committed. It was a real pleasure working
with them.”
Happy Harun Project Director for China Heritage Fund
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AUSTRALIA

CASING FACES

Designcraft and ClickNetherfield showcase the
people that shape a nation

Brett Boardman for NPG (Architecture) & David Somlyay for Designcraft (Gallery)

The new National Portrait Gallery
building in Canberra is home to the
Australian National Portrait Collection.
It houses more than 400 portraits of
people who have shaped, and who
continue to shape, Australia as a nation.
Designed by Sydney-based
architectural practice Johnson Pilton
Walker, the gallery received Australia’s
top annual national architecture award,
the Sir Zelman Cowen Award for Public
Architecture, at the 2009 Australian
Institute of Architects’ Architecture
Awards. This was a significant and high
profile project, requiring more than
65 ClickNetherfield showcases, which

now house some of the country’s most
significant, valuable and rare works.
ClickNetherfield’s Australian partner,
Designcraft delivered, installed and
integrated a wide range of case types,
including Vista 1, vertical rise Prism,
and top-hinged Prism showcases,
as well as associated exhibition and
display furniture, sculpture plinths,
custom made showcases, object
mounts, and display stands.
DesignCraft also built and installed all
front of house joinery, loose furniture,
seating and chairs, and back of house
workstations, admin joinery, storage
and seating.

‘‘

Display cases
that meet best
practice for safety,
security, conservation
and access as well as
being efficient and
safe to handle and
easy to maintain.

Philip Burns, NPG Exhibitions,
Principal Designer.
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Ryan A. Skorch OF Kubik Maltbie gives us the inside
story on THE MUSEUM OF SCIENCE & INDUSTRY

Museum of Science & Industry Designer: THINC Design Exhibition Contractor: Kubik Maltbie

YOU! The Experience is a 15,000
square foot, state-of-the-art exhibition
at the Museum of Science and Industry,
Chicago, which encourages visitors
to explore the fascinating connection
between body, mind and spirit.
The myriad interactive experiences
that comprise this exhibition effectively
demonstrate that we are more than
just bodies; instead each of us is
a complex blend of personality,
environment, and the choices that we
make.The exhibition also reinterprets
MSI’s historical collections of prenatal
specimens and body slices in a
contemporary manner, and includes

newly commissioned collections of
plastinated human specimens.
ClickNetherfield engineered and
fabricated eleven showcases for MSI’s
collection of Plastinates - internal
organs that have been preserved with
plastics, and six showcases for Body
Slices - frozen bodies painstakingly
cut into slices and preserved so that
the body may be studied in a manner
heretofore unknown.
Among the unique challenges of
this project was the engineering and
fabrication of freestanding showcases
seven and a half feet tall by two feet
wide by a mere four inches deep.

These cases, which are anchored to
both floor and ceiling, were designed
and engineered to very exacting
specifications in order to snugly
and securely house the Body Slices
contained within.

‘‘

ClickNetherfield
brought great
problem solving, a
positive attitude, and an
intelligent approach to
the project.”
Julie Chung, THINC Design

TEG FEATURE
CHICAGO,
USA

INSIDE OUT

The reopening of the Ulster Museum
in October 2009, after a three-year
refurbishment project, marked the first
major redevelopment of the site in nearly
forty years.

IRISH
DRAMA

Photography © ZEDPHOTO.COM

ULSTER
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MARY ROSE
ULSTER

The reopening of the Ulster Museum
in October 2009, after a 3 year
refurbishment project, marked its first
major redevelopment in nearly 40
years. Funding totalling almost £18m
was provided by the Department of
Culture, Arts and Leisure, the Heritage
Lottery Fund and a number of private
benefactors.
The project included a complete
renewal of the Art, History and Natural
Sciences galleries and provided an
opportunity to redisplay and reinterpret
objects from these collections. This
initiative, described as one of the most
important cultural projects in Northern
Ireland, has resulted in a dramatic but
sensitive transformation of both the
interior and exterior of the building.
The visitor experience begins outside
the museum in the picturesque setting
of Belfast’s Botanic Gardens. The
project architects have redefined the
museum’s relationship with the gardens
by removing a barrier of dense planting
such that, from the newly created
entrance to the building, visitors can
now view many of the wonderful
aspects of the gardens.
On entering the building, visitors begin
their journey through an impressive
light-filled atrium, some 23 metres high,
which leads to the Art, History and

Natural Sciences ‘zones’. The previously
cluttered, oppressive, dark spaces,
created in the early 1970s suffered from
a lack of daylight. This has now been
addressed in dramatic fashion, with
daylight streaming into the building to
give a sense of openness and vibrancy.
Polished steel and glass walkways now
connect the galleries providing enticing
views and opening up the building to
an unprecedented extent.
These galleries, designed by Haley
Sharpe Design of Leicester, working
closely with ClickNetherfield, provide
seamless displays through the five levels
of the museum.
Almost 200 new showcases have been
designed with careful attention to detail
regarding their object content, the
display and preservation needs of the
objects and the aesthetics of display.
The detailing and finish of all cases in
the entire museum are to the same
exacting standard. As well as cases used
for general displays, considerable effort
has been directed towards constructing
bespoke cases for particular collections’
highlights. For example, one of the
museum’s most famous exhibits,
Takabuti, an Egyptian mummy, rests in a
case almost 2.5 metres square allowing

Photography © ZEDPHOTO.COM

Photography © ZEDPHOTO.COM
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visitors to view her closely from every
aspect and marvel at her preservation.
Similarly, visitors to the George and
Angela Moore Gallery of Applied Art
which houses the museum’s collection
of glass, ceramics and jewellery
are treated to a stunning display of
specimens in lofty ‘sky scraper’ cases
almost 4 metres high.
Most dramatically, a 12 metre high
display tower ‘Window on our World’
scales four floors and features iconic
objects from around the world, many
of which are too large to display in
the surrounding galleries. Skilfully
integrated into the structure are two
8 metre long cases, one on the ground
floor the other on the top level, which
introduce flexibility and allow the
museum to display many more of
its exciting treasures.
This project has been an example
of excellent team work involving staff
from all levels across the organisation
cooperating with national and
international experts across various
specialisms.
Roy Service, Project Sponsor (Ulster
Museum Redevelopment), National
Museums of Northern Ireland

Photography © ZEDPHOTO.COM
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Photography © Alutiiq Museum, Alaska
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Bill Haley of Haley Sharpe DESIGN
tells the story of a unique exhibition
The Afognak Native Corporation
(ANC) is a very successful Native
corporation, jointly owned in perpetuity
by shareholders who trace their descent
from the Alutiiq settlements on Afognak
Island in the Kodiak Archipelago,
Alaska. Allotted a small cash settlement
and 160,000 acres as a part of the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
in 1971, the ANC has grown that seed
into a diverse company with over
3,000 employees and a $250 million
worldwide enterprise.

people, spending time with elders,
and working with stakeholders. The
essence of the exhibition language
was developed in these face to face
meetings, namely to present the history
and culture of the Alutiiq peoples in a
strongly aesthetic, thematic and elegant
way, using community artefacts and oral
heritage to communicate a coherent
cultural identity.

In 2006, the Afognak Native
Corporation was designing a new
corporate building in Anchorage,
Alaska. Part of this new build was a
cultural space to exhibit the history of
the ANC, provide intergenerational
interactive dialogue, help visitors to
appreciate the Alutiiq Nation’s identity,
and to show appreciation for the
stakeholders who have contributed to
the success of the ANC.

The space is divided into a number of
zones, each with a distinct flavour, to
represent aspects of Alutiiq life and
culture. The strong partnership that
the Afognak Native Corporation had
with the Alutiiq Museum on Kodiak
Island afforded us the opportunity to
work with a fantastic group of museum
professionals to develop the collection
content. The museum staff worked to
provide the design team with strong
artefact information, and all of the
support needed for a fully focused
exhibition storyline.

Haley Sharpe Design was appointed for
design and project management, with
a timeline for the project from concept
design to fabrication and installation
of just eight months. From the outset,
we worked with the ANC to develop a
vision of the exhibition which unified
the story of the Afognak people and
the landscape. We concentrated on
understanding the culture of the Alutiiq

The artefacts ranged from
contemporary masks to many small
arrowheads. Virtually all were made
from natural materials regardless of
their functionality. The use of natural
materials helped to underscore the
Alutiiq’s close connections to the
landscape and the natural cycles of the
southern coast of Alaska and Kodiak
Island Archipelago.

ALASKA

design
unitED
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Ruth Alice Olsen Dawson, Alutiiq Heritage Foundation Chair, 2006

Based on the artefacts selected for
display (also including a traditional
Kayak and ceremonial clothing) we
produced case and open display layout
designs in which the adjacencies of
artefacts was key and the interpretative
captions were removed from the visible
aesthetic association with the artefacts
to enhance visual harmony. Furthermore,
the case layout designs we developed
highlighted the principles that we had
come to understand defined the Alutiiq
people: organic, of the earth, loving,
respectful of elders, resourceful with
resources, and holding a shared vision
to ensure the successful continuation
of the corporation.
Exhibit techniques
The first glimpse visitors gain of the
space is contemporary and intimate,
with artefacts displayed in an artful
display that is reminiscent of the rolling
oceans and the evolving earth. Aural
whispers in the Alutiiq language played
within the gallery bring a serene feeling
over the space and an understanding
of the traditional tongues.
Cased displays are carefully layered, with
artefact labels sitting relatively low within
in the case so that as visitors approach
they can read more detailed information
if required. Drawers below display
artefacts offering a deeper, multilayered
understanding of the collection.
A model of the Afognak village was a
useful interpretative device which we
wished to enhance. We recognised that
to do this effectively, we had to address

a number of creative design challenges:
the placement of the model in the
space, the aesthetic appearance of the
base to the model, and the way in which
visitors would interact with the model.
To ensure greater visitor engagement
with the exhibit scheme, we designed
interactives that highlighted key
moments in the community’s history and
incorporated the Alutiiq language. The
interactives were layered with information
about the earthquake that hit the region
and re-shaped its development, and the
modern-day corporation, and could be
experienced either independently, or
with reference to the model.
Perhaps the most important element of
our design and interpretative strategy
was to bring personal connections and
reminisces to the forefront. Indeed
many community stakeholders with
whom we met, had memories of the
tsunami at the forefront of their minds.
Clearly, this had been an horrific event
in both their individual and corporate
histories and to see the island as it was
prior to the tsunami and to be able to
explain the experiences of loss, survival,
and rebuilding over a 3D model
become extremely important to this
core audience.
Indeed, the island model became a
real focal point to the gallery and the
story of the Afognak people. Just as
many cycles of Afognak Village life now
revolve around this narrative, so too
does the gallery interpretation revolve
around this key exhibit. Furthermore,

at the opening event, this part of
the gallery provided the opportunity
to emphasise the importance of
intergenerational perspectives and
dialogue. Elders who had been forced
to relocate during the tsunami pointed
to where their homes had been, sharing
their experiences of life and community
with the younger generations; a
process that has subsequently been
woven into live interpretation events
programming at the cultural centre.
Project implementation
Throughout design development,
we worked with fabricators closely
so that they were on board from the
beginning, knowing the specific needs
and expectations of the client team.
We also worked on the interactives as
the project went along so that each
element was developed in parallel
to meet the opening deadline. This
process required great partnership with
the subcontractors, strict management
of the project, and keeping the budget
on track throughout the project.
In view of the short timetable, we took
a particularly pragmatic approach to
design, selecting media and materials
that could be delivered quickly, by
reliable suppliers, but would provide
the required levels of durability and
finish. This was achieved without
compromising on quality, particularly
of aesthetic and interpretative
effectiveness, or reducing the visual
impact of the artefacts and graphics.

ALASKA

‘‘

The museum for me is an unspeakable joy. It has done so much
for me and my kids— from my family to all our people. Before,
our people used to have many political conflicts; the Alutiiq Museum
has brought us together, and helped us work together to make a
difference, now and for our future.”

The Henry Ford Museum Designer: West Office Exhibition Design
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Capturing HENRY FORD’S energy and
enthusiasm FOR the American industrial
revolution, BY Charles Maltbie Jr, President,
Kubik Maltbie Inc
Located on a twelve-acre campus in
Dearborn, Michigan, the Henry Ford
Museum showcases the cultural legacy
of auto industrialist Henry Ford.
Ford amassed an enormous and diverse
collection of objects and artefacts – a
rich snapshot of America and the lives
of Americans during the industrial
revolution.
Museum design firm West Office
Exhibition Design has partnered with
the Henry Ford Museum to craft a
master plan for the museum, and has
spearheaded the New Collections
program, an initiative the goal of
which is to organize and display its
burgeoning collection in an engaging
and entertaining way.

‘‘

As one of the first steps on this long
road, ClickNetherfield has fabricated
the first of many showcases that will
house Ford’s collection. This case was
designed to house more than fifty
telephones ranging from prototypes
of the 1870s to the iPhone. The case
features an integrated lighting system
comprised of LED lights, as well as
dimmable fluorescent lighting. This
showcase is part of the “Made in
America” exhibit, which also contains
the bus on which Rosa Parks made
her epoch-making protest and the
limousine in which President John F.
Kennedy was assassinated.

In working in such a tremendous
space, we needed to challenge
the contractors to keep mindful of the
setting. ClickNetherfield’s problem solving
and creative approach to the project was
superb, and fitting for a display of great
inventions.
Kay Lee, West Office Exhibition Design

MICHIGAN, USA

AMERICA
UNLEASHED

Photography © ZEDPHOTO.COM
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Paul Austin of Mivan Depa on the stresses and successes of WORKING
ON an iconic project WITH THE BEST DESIGNERS IN THE WORLD

We began work on the Museum of
Islamic Art in early 2005, and from the
start it was obvious that I M Pei had
designed another iconic building.
Our review of the design mock-ups
created by the design team gave us
an insight into the quality and level
of finish the client was looking for, and
made it clear that attention to the detail
would be paramount if the project was
to be a success.
Having identified ClickNetherfield as
a strong candidate for the supply of
showcases we visited their production
facility near Edinburgh to view their
showroom, their R&D and their factory.
During the visit the directors of

ClickNetherfield met with our design
team and representatives of JeanMichel Wilmotte and the MIA. After a
highly competitive selection process we
selected ClickNetherfield, and this was
to be the start of a long and successful
relationship. Our next challenge was
to stay true to Jean-Michel Wilmotte’s
minimalist gallery design. Delivering
such a clean and simple look is
tremendously difficult, and required an
unprecedented level of engineering
excellence, innovation and R&D from all
our partners.
The task of “fitting out” while the
building was still being completed was
a challenge overcome by establishing

and managing good working
relationships with all stakeholders. The
client’s representatives, the design team
and our site team worked together
with drive and persistence to deliver an
iconic project.
The museum, one of the most modern
in the world, opened in November 2008
to critical acclaim and I would like to
pay tribute to all involved in the making
of a modern masterpiece.

‘‘

This was to be the
start of a long and
successful relationship.”

MIA, DOHA

BRINGING
VISION TO LIFE
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INDONESIA

FINANCE
UNDER GLASS

Displaying the work of a national bank BY
Steil Tan, Managing Director, Trika

Photography © Trika (S) Pte Ltd.

This was the first major project in
Jakarta for Trika, ClickNetherfield’s
partner in Indonesia. It was a long and
complex project – almost five years
from start to finish, but the effort was
more than worth it.
We worked with BD & A – an
Indonesian architectural practice.
The design goal was to create an
educational and research facility for
the Indonesian public, as well as an
international showcase for the work and

expertise of the Central Bank.
The museum is equipped with state
of the art ClickNetherfield showcases.
More than eighty-six vertical sliding
vitrines, complete with integrated
fibre-optic lights, ten frameless plinthmounted cases with horizontal gasstruts and twenty-four freestanding
units which combine a document style
frameless case with a side-hinged
Mono case front, all illuminated by
integrated fibre-optic tails.

‘‘

ClickNetherfield
responded
magnificently to
challenges that arose
from the fragile nature
of the artefacts.”

Steil Tan, Managing Director, Trika
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A WINDOW ON LATE ROMAN Civilisation

The new Archaeological Museum of
Nikopolis is in countryside north of
Preveza. The museum, which will open
to the public in early 2010, houses
artefacts from the archaeological site
of the ancient city of Nikopolis - an
important strategic and administrative
centre until the ninth century,
abandoned after the Bulgar invasion.
The museum tells the story of Nikopolis
through time, presenting a seamless
timeline of human activity from the
early magnificence of Roman and

Christian civilisation through to its
ultimate demise.
The contract for the supply and
installation of showcases was awarded
in December 2008, and was completed
in late 2009. The design and installation
of the showcases was awarded to
ANACO - ClickNetherfield’s partner
in Greece. The project included the
design and installation of 3 Mono and
9 freestanding Prism cases of various
sizes, all equipped with AmiranTM antireflective extra-white glass.

All the cases were manufactured and
pre-fabricated by ClickNetherfield at
their factory in Livingston, Scotland.
Tender requirements and design policy
dictated that the cases exceeded
current museum standards of
conservation and security. Installation
of showcases went smoothly, and
everything was completed in just two
weeks by a team of 4 technicians.
Stellos Anagnostou,
General Manager, ANACO

GREECE

PROTECTING
TREASURES
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MALAYSIA

WEAVING
STORIES

STEIL TaN, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF TRIKA, ON showcasING
the rich heritage of Malaysia’s arts and crafts

Photography © Trika (S) Pte Ltd.

Located within the Sultan Abdul Samad
Building, the Kuala Lumpur Textile
Museum showcases the rich heritage of
Malaysia’s textile arts and crafts. Visitors
to the museum gain an insight into the
art of batik-making and the weaving
of indigenous materials such as kain
gerus, pua, songket and telepuk. Some
of the main exhibits are samples of
textiles of historical value and current
fashions and designs.

The colonial-style building contains
four galleries outfitted with a mixture
of Inca and Prism showcases. Among
the exhibits are batik pelangi, which
incorporates the tie-resist method
of decorating cloth practised by the
Malays during the 18th and 19th
centuries; kain dorstar, a native fabric
of the Lanun and Bajau tribe and puo
kumbu, a prized traditional material of
the ibans of Sarawak.

‘‘

It has been a
pleasure to work
with ClickNetherfield
on our new gallery
project. The result is
stunning.”

Hiew Wan Leong, Pico International
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Malcolm Innes, Principal of Malcolm Innes Design
ON HOW TO MAKE YOUR EXHIBITION SHINE

Good quality museum display cases are
a significant investment. Although the
cost of good quality display lighting is
small compared to the cost of the case,
display lighting is often seen as an area
where savings are possible.
There may appear to be opportunities
to reduce costs by specifying ‘cheaper’
lighting, but be careful – there is a lot
to consider, and a decision based only
on the cost of the equipment may not
be the best. Material costs are only
part of the total cost of your project,
and lighting sourced separately from
the case contract is likely to mean extra
supply and handling charges, tools and
materials costs, as well as labour to
install the lighting. Retro-fitting internal
lighting into a ready built case could
be a very difficult and time-consuming
process which is likely to cost far more
in labour than in materials. These costs
would be included for lighting which is
supplied as part of the case contract.
Any potential savings you might make
by using ‘cheaper’ lighting equipment
will be very small compared to the
amount you will be spending on
your cases, and by managing cases

and lighting separately, you may well
introduce an unpalatable degree of risk
to your project.
Display cases are precision machines,
carefully engineered to maintain a
safe and appropriate environment
for the exhibits. Adding lighting after
installation will almost certainly mean
interfering with the integrity of the case.
This will not only void any warranties
for the case but is also likely to mean
that environmental seals will have to
be punctured to install power cables
and make fixings. Whilst holes can be
resealed and cables hidden in conduits,
what materials will be used for this
work? Many adhesives, fillers and
plastics commonly used in construction
(including the plastic sheathing on
power cables) should never be used
inside the sealed environment of a
display case as they leech chemicals
which attack the objects on display.
This knowledge is second nature to a
professional display case manufacturer,
but is unknown in the general
construction world.
Even the largest display cases are very
small compared to gallery spaces.

Good exhibition lighting requires
careful and considered positioning and
specification of the lighting equipment;
within the confines of a display case,
tiny variations in the performance or
positioning of the lighting will have
disproportionately large implications on
both the lit effect and the conservation
performance of the case lighting.
Retro-fitting case lighting will never
be able to provide the same aesthetic
and performance that is possible with
lighting that is designed and made to
be an integral part of the case structure.
A full case contract means a single point
of contact to resolve any problems.
Allowing independent electricians or
contractors to drill holes and make
modifications to add lighting after
installation of the cases is only going
to complicate the resolution of any
problems that arise.
Display case lighting does not
always need to be made by the case
manufacturer, but to avoid potential
problems, the equipment should always
be installed by the case manufacturer
as part of the contract - you will get a
better and more reliable result.

LIGHTING

LET THERE BE
THE RIGHT LIGHT
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The Glassworks
Grange Road
Houstoun Industrial Estate
Livingston
Scotland UK
EH54 5DE
Tel: +44 (0) 1506 835200
Fax: +44 (0) 1506 835201
showcases@clicknetherfield.com
www.clicknetherfield.com

